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Introduction
In the theory of integrals on convex sets, a lot of materials is supplied
from the Dirichlet problem of potential theory and motivates the development
of the theory. And a simplicial consideration of cones of continuous or semicontinuous functions, when reflected upon the potential theory, yields remarkable
results [2], [3], [6].
In discussing the Dirichlet problem in harmonic spaces, our concern is
laid mainly on the problem of coincidence of the Choquet boundary with the
set of regular boundary points, and of the unicity of the methods which give
reasonable Dirichlet solutions. These problems, rooted on the Keldych's
lemma of a classical potential theory that every regular boundary point is a
peak point of a harmonic function, were discussed by many authors [1], [3],
[4], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [18]. Recently, Biledtner-Hansen [2] gave a
decisive answer and it turns out that both problems are related deeply to the
negligibility of the set of irregular boundary points.
In the present paper, we shall deal with these problems in a resolutive
compactification of a harmonic space. The basic property of resolutive compactifications of harmonic spaces in the sense of Constantinescu-Cornea was
given by J. Hyvϋnen [7] and the Wiener compactification, which posesses an
extremely heavy boundary, was introduced and discussed [7], [16]. We see that
the situation is quite simple in this heavy compactification, or more generally in
a saturated (semiregular) compactification. However in an arbitrary resolutive
compactification, it is considerably difficult to obtain a neat analogy to the case
of relatively compact open subsets.
Let X be a ίP-harmonic space with countable base in the sense of Constantinescu-Cornea [5], and X* be a resolutive compactification of X [7], [16].
We shall consider the set S of functions which are continuous on X* and superharmonic on X. The purpose of this paper is to derive several results on the
Dirichlet problem of X* from the known results of the cone S when S is
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simplicial. The first two sections are prepared for the introduction of the following sections. Most of the results stated there are known and will be derived
from the theory of convex cones. In §3, we define a simplicial compactification.
Not all resolutive compactifications are simplicial. The characterization of simplicial comp aerifications is given in Theorem 3.4. Hinted by [3], we define
weakly determining compactifications. Every saturated compactification is weakly determining, and every weakly determining compactification is simplicial if
S contains a negative function. §4 deals with the Choquet boundary defined
by the cone <5. Every Choquet boundary point is a regular boundary point
of the Dίrichlet problem. The converse is also valid when X* is weakly determining. The latter half of this section is devoted to the study of the Choquet
boundaries of compactifications which are quotient of the saturated one and the
Choquet boundaries of open subsets of X. The results are similar to those
obtained for regular boundary points [9], [10]. If we consider the compactification G (the closure of G in X*) for an open subset G of X, the Choquet boundary point lying in X coincides with the Choquet boundary point of BliedtnerHansen [2] (Theorem 4.7). In the last section, we define Keldych operators of
X * and give a criterion for compactifications being of type K, i.e., compactifications possessing a unique Keldych operator.
1. The convex cone <S
This section and the next serve a preliminary step for the further sections.
Whereas the results stated there are almost known or immediately derived from
the theory of conevx cones [2], [3], [17], we give the brief proofs for completeness.
Let X be a ίP-harmonic space with countable base in the sense of Constantinescu- Cornea, and let X* be a resolutive compactification of X and Δ=
X*\X [7], [16]. We denote by S the set of continuous functions on X* which
are superharmonic on X. <S is an inf-stable convex cone. It is assumed that
cS contains a bounded function s0 such that infj?*ί0>0.
Let 3tt be the set of non-negative Radon measures on X*. For μ^v^Jtt,
we define μ-O if μ(s)<v(s) for every $e<5, and μ~~v if μ<v and v<μ. We
also define for
', μ(X) = 0, μ<6x} ,

where £x is the Dirac measure at x.
For an upper bounded function /and x^X* we define
f(x) = inf {s(x); sEΞJU, s>fon Δ} .
Proposition 1.1. [17] If μ^^5H and f is an upper bounded function on
then μ(f) = mf{μ(s);s^S, s>f on Δ}.
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Proof. Let α=inf {μ(s); s(ΞS, s>f on Δ}. Then μ(f)<a< + °°. Let
{sn} be a decreasing sequence of functions in S such that sn>f on Δ and limnμ(sn)
~a. It is not difficult to show that
/*({*£**;/'(*)>/(*)}) = 0,
where /'=limw sn. We have thus μ(f)=μ(ff)=a,

since /'>/.

Proposition 1.2. [3], [17] If μ^<3H and f is an upper bounded, upper semicontinuous function on Δ, then there exists v^<3U such that v(X)=Q, v<μ and v(f)
=μ(J). Further

μ(f) = sup M/); *€= JK, v(X) = 0, v<μ}.
Proof.

[1°] consider the case where / i s continuous.

Since

Pμ(φ) = inf.{μ(s) , s^S, s>φ on Δ}
is subadditive and positively homogeneous functional on the space C(Δ) of functions finite and continuous on Δ, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists a
linear functional F on C(Δ) such that
F(φ)<Pμ(φ) for every φ€ΞC(Δ) ,
*V(/).= M/) (Prop. 1.1).
Since F is positive, F defines a measure μ^JA. such that μl(X)=Q and μι(φ)=
F(φ) for every ^eC(Δ). It is easily seen that μλ<μ, thus
μ(f)=Pμ.(f)=F(f)=
A^ι(/)<sup{^(/); ^^c3ί, z^(^C)— 0, ^</^}. The converse inequality is obvious.
[2°] let /be upper bounded and upper semi-continuous.

; v(X) = 0,
is compact in the vague topology of <3ft.

Letting

β= {φ<=C(Δ)]f<φon Δ}
and considering v(φ) as a function of P, we have by [1°] :
sup {*(/); v^Jlμ} = sup[inf {^(9?)
inf [sup H^); z/e^} 9>e^] = inf {
inf [inf {μ(s), s^S, s>φ on Δ} φ
Ίτ£{μ(s)\ stΞS, s>fon Δ} - μ(f)

(Prop. 1.1).

The converse inequality is obvious.
A measure μ €ϊ JM is termed to be minimal if
v&JM, v(X) = 0, v<.μ*^v~μy i.e., v(s) = μ(s) for every
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Proposition 1.3. [3] The following assertions are equivalent:
1) μ is minimal,
2) μ(t)=μ(t)for every -*6Ξ<S,
3) ifv&JM, v(X)=Q, v<μ and vfμ> then there is — t^S such that μ(t) =
μ(t)andv(t)*μ(t).
Proof. 1) =Φ 2): let — t&S, then, by Prop. 1.2, there exists
0, v<μ, v(t)=μ(i). Since μ is minimal we have μ(t) = v(t) —
2) ==> 3): this is an immediate consequence of

,(/) - μ(t)} = {t, 3)=Φ 1): let ^e^, ι>(A:)=0, v<μ and -fGvS, μ() = μ(t). Then /*()=
inf {/^(ί); ί^cS, ί>ί on Δ} > inf {^(ί); ί^^S, s>t on Δ} >z^(ί)>/Λ(ί) implies /^^
v, i.e., μ is minimal.
A function v is called concave (resp. convex) on ^Γ* if μ(v)<v(x) (resp. μ(v)
>v(x)) for every μ^JMx and ^e^Γ*. A function is called affine on X* if it is
concave and convex on X*.
Let ό' be the set of functions lower bounded, lower semi-continuous and
concave on X*. S is a convex cone containing S.
For a convex cone Q such that SdSc.S we have
Proposition 1.4. [3] For every upper bounded, upper semi-continuous function
f on Δ we have f(x)—fe(x) for every x&X*, where f^(x)=m{{v(x)\ v^Qy v>f
on Δ} .
Proof. We have, by Prop. 1.2, a measure v^ <3ttx such that v(f)—f(x).
v(f)
<inf{z>(^); vξΞQ, v>f on Δ} <inf{?;(Λ:); vEίQ, v>f on Δ}—/^(#), since v(v)<
v(x) for every v^Q. The converse inequality is obvious.

Q

Corollary 1.5. [3] Let μ,v<=JH and v(X)= 0.
, where v<μ means that v(v) < μ(v) for every

Then v<μ

if and only if

Q

For supposing v<μy we have for
p(v) = sup {v(f)'j£ΞC(A)J<v

on Δ}

< sup {K/);/^C(Δ),/<^ on Δ}
< sup {M(/);/eC(Δ),/<^ on Δ}

(Prop. 1.1)

- sup K^);/<ΞC(Δ),/<^ on Δ} (Prop. 1.4)
< sup[inf{μ(*/); v'<=Ξ<SJ<vf on Δ} ;/eC(Δ), f<v on Δ]

< M«)
The converse is trivial.
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Corollary 1.6. [3] JM, = JHg for every xtΞX*, where
S

Corollary 1.7. [3]
(i) if μ is Q-minimal (i.e., if v^<3tt,, v(X)—Q and v<μ, then v(v)=μ(v)for
Q
every v^β), then μ is minimal,
(ii) if μGi<3tt, μ(X)=0 is minimal, then μ is Q-minimal. In particular ', for
x&Δ,if βx is minimal then 6X is Q-minimaL
Proposition 1.8. [3]
( i ) let v be upper bounded, upper semi-continuous and concave on Δ, i.e., μ(v)
<v(x) for every μEΞj^ and # €ΞΔ. If f is lower bounded, lower smei-continuous
on Δ and v <f, then there exists s^S such that v<s<f on Δ.
(ii) let v be bounded, lower semi-continuous and concave on Δ. Iff is upper
bounded, upper semi-continuous andf<v, then there exists sGΞcS (the closure of S in
C(Δ) in the topology of sup-norm) such thatf<s<v on A.
We shall sketch the proof; the detail is refered to [3] Th. 1.5.
(i) is an immediate consequence of v=ύ on Δ. To prove (ii), we construct,
by induction, functions gn e C(Δ) and sn^S such that f<gn<v and gn<gn+ι<
H
)s0 on Δ. Then s— limΛ sn is the required one.
2. Simplicial cones
In this section we consider the case where S is a simplicial cone. Simplicial cones were defined and investigated in a general context [2], [3]. Accoding to it, we define: S is simplicial if <3ftx has the unique minimal measure
μx (with respect to the preorder <) for every xE=.X*.
Proposition 2.1. [3] Let S be simplicial. If u is continuous and convex on
Δ (i.e., μ(u)>u(x)for every μ^JMx and x&Δ), then ύ is affine on X*.
Proof. We prove that μx(u)~ύ(x) for every x^X*, where μx is^the unique
minimal measure of <3ttx. By Prop. 1.2, we have
μχ(t) == i(x) for every t^—3 and
/\
Since — u is concave on Δ, (—u)=—u on Δ; for
— u(x)<(— u) (x) — sup {*>(— u)\ v&:JMx} <—u(x) whenever
From this we have
Ji-u) = μ,((-u)) = inf(W*); sf=S, s>(-u) on Δ}
or equivalently,
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μx(u) = Sup {μx(t)]

= sup {/(#); — ίeJ, t<u on Δ} .
Applying Prop. 1.8 (i) to functions — u and — u+8 for £ >0. we may find
e <S such that 0<u—tι<6 on Δ. This implies that
ύ(x) = sup {i(x)\ —t^S, t<u on Δ} .
And, combining this with above, we have μx(u)=ύ(χ).
Let x^X* and
μ (ύ) = inf {μ(j); see?, ί>w on Δ}
> inf {μx(s)\ s^Sy s>u on Δ}

> μx(u) = *(*)
and
μ(ά) = mf{μ(s)', s^S, s>u on Δ}
< inf (J(Λ?); *e£, ί>w on Δ} - A(x) .
Thus, we have that μ(ύ)=ύ(χ) for every μ^^5fίx

and ^e^Γ*, i.e., ώ is affine on

Proposition 2.2. [3] Suppose that <S is simplicial or more generally suppose
that ύ is affine on X* for every function u continuous and convex on A. If —t and
s are continuous and concave on Δ and t<s then for every £>0 there exists, —φy
ι|r which are continuous and concave on Δ satisfying t<φ<ψ<s and ψ—φ<εsQ
on Δ.
Proof.

Let
—ψ^ —φ9 ι|reC(Δ) and concave on Δ such that t<φ<ψ><s}

and
j3={/eC(Δ);/>0}.
The sets Jl and 3$ are non-empty convex subsets of the Banach space C(Δ) and
J2 is open. Suppose, for a moment, that <JlΓ[J£=0, then there exists a continuous linear functional λ on C(Δ) such that λ<0 on Jl and λ>0 on £B. This
functional defines a measure on Δ which will be denoted by the same λ. By
Prop. 1.1, there exists s^S such that t^s^s on Δ and \(s1)<\(t)+S\(s0).
Since t is affine on X* from our hypothesis, applying Prop. 1.8 (ii) to functions
— sλ and — i we may find — φ&S such that — sλ<~ φ<— t on Δ. Clearly,
— φ is continuous and concave on Δ. Summing up above considerations we
have
t<t<φ<s1<s on Δ
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and
Thus, we are led to a contradiction, since £ SQ+φ—s^tΛ and λ(£ s0-\-φ—Sι)>Q.
Hence, <JίΓ!-®Φ0 which assures the required functions.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that <S is simplίcial or more generally that ύ is affine
on X* if u is continuous and convex on A. If —φ and ^r are upper boundedy lower
semi-continuous and concave on Δ such that φ<ψ>, then there exists a function U*£!L
C(X*} which is affine on X* and φ<u^<^ on Δ. Moreover u*=Hu* on X,
where Hu* denotes the Dirichlet solution of u* for X*.
Proof. Let/eC(Δ) such that φ<f<ψ on Δ. By Prop. 1.8 (ii), there are
functions — v, zu£ΞC(Δ), concave on Δ and φ<v<f<w<ψ* on Δ. Using Prop.
2.2 successively, we have the sequences of functions {— vn}, {wn} which are continuous and concave on Δ and satisfying on Δ
v<vn<vn+1<wn+l<wn<w ,
The function u~\imnvn=limnwn is clearly continuous and affine on Δ and φ<,u
/\
<ψ. By assumption, both functions u and (— u) are upper semi-continuous and
/\
Λ
affine on X*. But u=— (— u)=u on Δ; for

ύ(x) = sup {μ(u) μ e 3ttx} — u(x) ,
/\

-(-U) (x) = —SUp {μ (—U)\ μ<^<Άx} = —(—u(x)) = u(x) .

Also, u=Hu = — ( — u) in X\ since for a^X the harmonic measure λα (with respect to X*) is obviously contained in J$/fl and ύ is affine on X * we have
Hu(ά) = H&(a) = \a(ύ) = ύ(a) ,

and in the same way
-(-u) = Hu .

Thus, z/*~ u fulfils the requirements of the theorem.
Corollary 2.4. If S is simplicial then S Π (— S] Φ 0.

3. The simplicial compactification
A resolutive compactification X* is called simplicial if S is simplicial,
i.e., <3MX has the unique minimal measure μx for every xGΞX*.
It is known that if we consider the closure G of a relatively compact open
subset G as a compactification, then G is simplicial [2]. However, as is shown
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in the following example, not every resolutive compactification is simplicial:
EXAMPLE 3.1.

Let
= 32} U {(2,0)} U {(4,0)}]

and consider the harmonic structure on X defined by the solutions of the Laplace
equation. We compactify X so that the ideal boundary consists of three points
{a, by c} y where
a = {(*!, x2)^R2; xl+xl = 1} ,
b = {(*lf *2)e/22; xl+xl = 32} U {(2, 0)} U {(4, 0)} ,
Then X* is resolutive and S separates points of Δ. But S is not simplicial. For,
consider the function F continuous and concave on the interval [0, logS], linear
on each interval [0, log 2], [log 2, log 4], [log 4, log 5] and constant on [Iog2,
Iog4]. s(xly x2)=F[log(x2l+x22)1/2]^S.
If S is simplicial, then by Prop. 2.1,
/\
— ( — s) is affine on X*y moreover it is constant, thus
μb(s) = min[s(a)y s(c)] .
Suppose that μb~lεa-\-mSb-{-nεCy where l,m,n are non-negative; if s(b)>s(a)>
s(c)=0y then 0=μb(s)=ls(a)+ms(b) implies l=m=Q. In the same way, if s(b)>
s(c)>s(a)=Q, then m=n=Q, thus μb=Q. This is however impossible since for
the positive constant function u, μb(u)—u(b)>0.
Proposition 3.2. If S separates points of Δ, i.e., for every distinct points x,y
^Δ there exist slf s2e<5 such that sl(x)s2(y)^FSl(y)s2(x)9 then a measure μ, μ(X) = 0
is minimal if and only if μ(f) = μ(f) for every f e C(Δ).
It is sufficient to prove the "only if" part.

By Prop. 1.2,

μ(f) = sup {*(/); vϊΞJHy v(X) = 0, v<μ} .
The minimality means μ(s)=v(s) for every s^S and μ(sι—s2)=v(sι—s2) for every
sl9 s2^S, and finally μ=vy which induces μ(j)=μ(f) since the vector lattice S —
S is dense in C(Δ) in the topology of sup norm.
Now we shall give a criterion of a simplicial compactification.
Theorem 3.3. [2], [3] Suppose that S separates points of Δ and let G
be a convex cone of lower bounded and lower semi-continuous concave functions on
Δ, containing all function continuous and concave on Δ. Then the following assertions are equivalent :
1) X* is simplicial,
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2) ύ is affine on X* if u& — Q,
3) for every — uyv^Q which are upper bounded and u<v on Δ there exists
h continuous and affine on X* such that u<h<v on Δ.
Proof. 1) =Φ 2): if we — Q and μ^JHx for x^X*, by Prop. 1.2, we have
λGcίϊί, λ(X)=0, λ<μ and μ(ύ)=\(u). Since w(#)=sup{z>(w
where μ Λ is the unique minimal measure of <3UXJ the inequalities
μx(u) < μx(u) = inf {μx(s); s<=S, s>u on Δ}
< inf {/ψ); ίGvS, s>u on Δ} = μ(«) = \(u) < μx(u)
(the last inequality is the consequence of Cor. 1.5 since μx<\) induce
μ(ύ) = μχ(u) - *(*) .

2) =$> 3): this is proved in Th.2.3.
3)-^ 1): let μ, μ'<=JMx be minimal for x&X*. For t^ — S, by Prop.1.2,
we have λej?/, λ(JY")=0, λ<μ such that μ(t)=\(t). Since /z is minimal \=μ.
We prove that /(^)=^(i); for
t(χ) — mf{s(x)

y

ίGcS, s>t on Δ}

> inf {μ(s); ί^<5, ί>ί on Δ}
= μ(t) > inf {/^(A); λ<ΞC(J*Γ*), affine on X*,h>t on Δ}
- inf {/*(#); AeC(^Γ*), affine on X*, h>t on Δ}
> inf (v(x), v<=S, v>t on Δ}
= ^(Λ) = t(x)

(Prop. 1.4).

Thus, t(x) = /^(/) = λ(ί) = μ(t). In the same way, t(x)=μ(t).
for every ΐ€Ξ — <5, i.e., μ = μr.

Hence, /Λ(ί) = ^'(ί)

REMARK. We can prove Theorem 3.3 for any convex cone Q of lower
bounded, lower semi-continuous concave functions on Δ containing the restrictions on Δ of all functions of S. Let
2 X ) ύ is affine on X* if u is upper semi-continuous and convex on Δ,
2") ύ is affine on X* if u^ — S, where S denotes the uniform closure of S in
C(Δ),
2'"} ύ is affine on X* if u is the restriction on Δ of a function of — S,
r
3 ) for every —t,s^S and t<s on Δ, there exists h continuous and affine
on X* such that t<h<s.
By Th.3.3, l)-^2 / ); obviously 2/)==>2) and 2')=Φ2")==>2"/), but it is easily
/
proved that 2 ")==>2"). From the proof of Th.2.3, we get also 2")==>3) and
3')*=^ 1). Thus, we have conclusively:

1) ^ 2') -* 2) =Φ 2"0 « 2") ==> 3) ==> 3') =^ 1) .
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Theorem 3.4.

The propositions 1), 2), 2'), 2"), 2"'), 3), and 3') are equivalent.

In [7], J. Hyvϋnen defined the oder relation in the resolutive compactifications of X. Let X* and Jf ** be resolutive compactifications of X. We call X*
is a quotient of JY"** and denote it by >X*<X** if there is a continuous mapping
π of ^T** onto -SΓ* such that π(a)=a for every a€ΞX. The mapping r is
called canonical.
A resolutive compactification X* is termed to be saturated (or ££»«regular) if all Dirichlet solutions £fF|Δ of F^C(X*) can be extended continuously on X*. X* is saturated if and only if X* is homeomorphic to XQ&*\
where χwχ*> is the jg-compactification of X [7] and
0(**) = {F|X; Feq**)} U {ffm; F<ΞC(X*)} .
As in [8], [9], we can prove that XQ(χ*> is the smallest saturated compactification possessing X* as a quotient, i.e., if .XT** is saturated and Jf*<^Γ** then
X*X*^X**. Furthermore, if X*^X**^X«χ > then the smallest saturated
compactification of X** is X*x*\ i.e., J5r*<**> is homeomorphic to X<*x**\
We introduce here the harmonic boundary T of X*:
Γ = Π [Tp] p is a potential on X} ,
where Γj={#eΔ; Hmx^>—0}. The harmonic boundary T plays an important
role in the theory of resolutive compactifications [7], [16]. It is known that if
X*<X** then 7r(Γ**) = Γ*, where Γ* (resp. Γ**) denotes the harmonic boundary of X*(resp. JY"**) and π is the canonical mapping of JL** onto -X"*. Further,
all points of Γ0(X*} (the harmonic boundary of XQ(X^) are regular with respect to
the Dirichlet problem for XQ(χ*\ The Dirichlet solutions Hf are solved for data
functions/defined only on Γ [7].
Proposition 3.5.

If X*<X**<XQ<X*> then Γ* is homeomorphic to Γ**.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that the canonical mapping π of XQ(X*^ onto
X* is one-to-one on ΓQ<**>. For φ^C(ΓQ<x*>) and £>0 we may find, by the
same argument as in [8], a function /eC(Γ*) such that supx\Hf—H$\ <69
where Hf (resp. H$) is the Dirichlet solution of/ (resp. 9?) for JC* (resp. XQ(X*>).
From this it is easy to construct /0eC(Γ*) such that Hfo=H$. Suppose that
X19 X2GΓQ(X*> and π(Xι)=π(X2)=x
Then Xι=X2, for if X^X2, then there exists
φ e C(Γβ(">) and /0 e C(Γ) such that φ(^) Φ 9>(Je2) and JST?=#/0. We have then
H?o91t=Hfo=H*. Since all points of Γ^'^ are regular, <p=/o°τr on Γc^*>.
Thus we have led to a contradictoin: φ(Xι)=f0[7t(Xι)]==fQ[π(X2)]==φ(X2)
Theorem 3.6. A saturated compactification X* is sίmplίcial and the minimal
measure μx is
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iί
if#eΔ\Γ,

where \x is the harmonic measure of x and v is the measure such that
for every /

v(f)=Hf(x)

Proof. We note that {HfJtΞC(Δ)} d<S. For f e-<S, ff,= -#(.,)
(— cS), i.e., Ht is affine on X*; and t=Ht on J£*, for sGi<S, t<s on Δ implies ί<
Ht<Hs<s, thus, by Th.3.4, ^Γ* is simplicial.
If x<=X, then \X<=JHX and λΛ(Jί*\Γ)-0 [7], which means \,(ϊ)=Hι(x)=
Ht(x)=\x(t)y since f= t on Γ. For #eΓ, Bx(ί)=Bx(t). And finally, for
and v(t}=v(ϊ). By Prop.1.3, λx, £, and z/ are minimal.
X9 v(X*\Γ)=Q
REMARKS. 1. Later (§4) we shall see that in a saturated compactification
X* the Choquet boundary of X* for cS is Γ.
2. It is obvious that λ»Φf , for #eJ*Γ and z/φέ, for ΛJ
Hinted by the notion of weakly determining sets [3], we shall define that
a resolutive compactification X* is of type (WD) if for every s&S, there exists
an upper directed family {h,} of functions continuous and affine on X* such
that
supt ht(x) = limτ Hs

for every #^Γ .

Porposition 3.7. Zfo^ry saturated compactification is of type (WD) and a
compactification of type (WD) is simplicial if S contains strictly negative functions.
Proof. The first half is an immediate consequence of HS=—H(-S)&SΓ[
(-S).
To prove the second half, in view of Th.3.4, it is sufficient to prove that for
every — ty s^S with t<s on Δ, there exists h continuous and affine on X*
such that t<h<s on Δ. Then, for some 9?>0, t<t—ηs1<s on Δ, where s1 is a
strictly negative function in <5. Since t<t—Ύjsl<Ht—ηHSλ<Hs<s on X, t(x)<
]m\xHs for every #eΔ, and therefore we have a function h continuous and affine
on X* such that t<h<s on Γ and t<h<s on Δ.
4.

The Choquet boundary

In the following, we suppose that <5 separates points of Γ.
the Choquet boundary
ChsX* =
First we shall show

We define
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Proposition 4.1.

where Δreg denotes the set of regular boundary points.
To prove Prop. 4.1, we prepare
Lemma 4.2. Given s^S and #eΔ, there exists \^<3ttx with λ(Δ\Γ)=0
such that "λ(s)=lίmxHs.
Proof. We consider the saturated compactification XQ(χ*> defined in the
preceding section. Since Hs has the continuous extension on XQ(χ*) (we denote
this extension by the same Hs), we may find a point %^π~\x) Γ\XQ(X*^ such that
timxHs=Hs(%), where π is the canonical mapping of XQ(χ*ϊ onto X*. The
mapping of C(Δ), f-*Hf(%) define sa positive Radon measure λ on Γ. Since \(s')
,,</(*) for every s'^
Proof of Prop. 4.1. By Lemma 4.2, for every s^<S we obtain
satisfying λ(Δ\Γ)=0 and \(ή= lim, Hs. If x&ChsX* then, since λ=β« s(x) =
\(s) = limΎ H ', < limτ H5 < s(x) , i.e., limJίHs=s(x) for every ί^cS and, since S — S
is uniformly dense in C(Γ), lim^ Hf=f(x) for every /eC(Δ). This implies that
, since Γ is the carrier of harmonic measures [7].
The following proposition shows a role of the harmonic boundary in the
theory. We define

Jlffί = {μεΞJHx; μ(X*\Γ) - 0} .
Proposition 4.3. For every μ^JHx there exists v&JMf such that v<μ. In
particular, we have

ChsX* = {*e**; JH$ = {βx}\ .
Proof. Since Pμ(/)=inf {μ(s}', s^Sy s>f on Γ} defines a subadditive and
positively homogeneous functional on C(Γ), there exists a positive Radon measure
v on Γ satisfying v(f)<Pμ(f)
for every /eC(Γ). We can derive readily that
i/e JK?, I/<AA. If c5ί/?= {€x} and μ^JHx then 8x<μ<6x, this implies that
=/(Λ) for every /eC(Γ), and finally, Λ:eΓ, μ=£x.
Proposition 4.4. [3] // ^ί* w o/ ίy/>β (WD) then,
Proof. Suppose that Λ:eΔ reg and i/e^f. By definition, for every se<5
there exists an upper directed family {At} of functions continuous and affine on
X* such that limr Hs=supt hL(x) for every x&Γ. On the other hand, we may
find a minimal measure μ^<$ίf so that μ<v. Since ht<s on Γ we have hL<s
on Δ. Therefore ί(Λ?) = liιn jc // 5 =sup t ht(x)< sup {^); ίe— cS, t<s on Δ} <
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/\
ί); ίe— S, t<s on Δ} = — inf {μ(s') , s'<Ξ<S, sf>—s on Δ} = — μ(— s).
/\
Since μ is minimal, by Prop. 1.3 μ( — s)=μ( — s), therefore s(x)<μ(s)<v(s)<s(x),
i.e., v(s)=s(x) for every s^S. Finally, since S is total in C(Γ), we have z>— £x
andx<=ChsX*.
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that X*<X**<XQ(X*\ and let π be the canonical
mapping of X** onto X* and Sl be the set of functions continuous in X** and superharmonic in X. Then Chs X*dπ (Ch^ X**).
Proof. Since, by Prop. 3. 5, Γ* is homeomorphic to Γ**, we identify these
harmonic boundaries and denote it by Γ. Making a proper identification we
have cSCcSj, thus JM*<Sιc:JH* S and JM*<S= {£x} implies c^*^ι={£Λ}, which
means CksX*CL7g(Cks1X**).
Next, for an open subset G(^X) of X* we consider the harmonic space XQ
— GΓ\X. The closure X$ of X0 in X* is a resolutive compactification [10]. We
write Δ(-Xo)=^o\^o=(ΔnG)U9G, where QG=(G\G}ftX, and S0={s; continuous on ^o, superharmonic in X0} .
Theorem 4.6.

Proof. Assume that x <Ξ (Chs0 X0) Π G Π Δ.
that s>f on Δ, we define

For / e C(Δ) and s e S, such

/

onGΠΔ
_
sup s on 3G .
The function φ is upper semi-continuous on Δ(X0).
assumption,

From Prop. 1.2 and our

&So(x) = inf {*'(*); ί'GiSo, ^>^> on
= sup {z;(9>); ι/(^0\Δ(X0)) =

cSo

Hence, for evrey £>0 we may find s'^S0 such that ί'>9? on Δ(^ί0) and s'(x)<
φ(x)+8=f(x)+£.
The function

*={'

on

linf (j, s')

is in <5 and ί x >/ on Δ.

Thus we have

This implies Λat/(#)==/(#) for every/eC(Δ), and finally
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Two parts of Choquet boundaries (Chs0 X0) Γ\ G Π Δ and (Chs X*) Π G do
not coincid in general. This is seen in the example of [10] (p. 182), which is
the example showing the same situation for regularity.
In [2], Bliedtner and Hansen considered the Choquet boundary of an open
subset G of X and showed that every point of the Choquet boundary has a
local property. More precisely, let
S(X0) = {v e C(G Π X) superharmonic in X0 and | v \ < p for a potential p on X} ,
/^o>(*) = inf {*(*); υeS(X0), v>fon GΠX} ,
<3MX(S(X0)) = {μ positive Radon measure on G Π Xy μ(v) < v(x) for all v e S( XQ)} ,
Chs(xj(GnX)

= {*eGΠ^; JU,(S(X0)) = {εx}} .

Then, if xEΐChS(XQ)(GΓ\X) and U is a relatively compact open neighborhood of
x, then x^ChS(G[JU)(GΓ\ U) and vice-versa ([12], Prop. 3. 11)
We remark that if ts(x^(x)=t(x) for every ί e — P, where P is the set of finite
continuous potentials on X, then x e ChS(X^ (G ΓΊ ^Q. For, letting
we have
(*) = inf (φ); ^e5(Z0), ϋ>ί on

> μ(t) > t(x) .
By the approximation theorem, μ(f)=f(x)

for every f^C0(GΓ\X)

Theorem 4.7.

(Chs, x0) n dG - CAS(ZO) (G n x) .
Proof.

First, assume that x^(Ch<s0 X0) Π 3G, t e —P.

„-/'
lo

The function

onGΠΔ

is upper semi-continuous and 99 <0 on Δ(-Y0).

By Prop. 1.2, we have

t(x) — φ(x) — ^O(Λ) = inf {s(x); sG<S0, s> φ on
> inf {inf (s, —t) (x)', s^S0, s>φ on
> inf {v.(x)\ vζΞS(X0)y

v>ton 9G}

= inf {U(Λ?);

Thus we have /5(jίo>(jc)=ί(^) for every t€Ξ — P, and, by the preceding remark,
hs(Xo)(G^X).
Next, suppose that x&Chs(xj(GΓ\X).
Let Z)=GΠ C/, where 17 is a relati-
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vely compact open neighborhood of x. By a local property of the Choquet boundary point, x&ChS(D)(D).
For *e — <S0 and s^<S0 such that s>t, the function
φ—

(sup s

on Δ(G) Π D
_
onGΓ\dU

is upper semi-continuous and upper bounded on 3D. Then φS(D)(x)=φ(x), thus
for every £>0 we may find v^S(D) such that v>φ on dD and
= t(x)+6 .
The function

__ (s
Sl

~~ (m{(v,s)

is in S0 and sλ>t on Δ(^Γ0).

on G\D
onUΓiG

Hence,

which means that t^o(x) — t(x) for every Ze— <5>0, and, by Prop. 1.3, we can conclude that x
REMARK. The regular boundary points enjoy the same properties stated
in Theorem 4.5, Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 4.7 [9], [10]. It is remarkable
and interesting to point out this similarity of the Choquet boundary and the
set of regular boundary points.
5.

Keldych operators

In a relatively compact open set t/, the unicity of Keldych operators, that
is operators forming reasonable Dirichlet solutions, depends on the set of irregular boundary points. This was established by J. Lukes [13], in virtue of
a theorem of Bliedtner-Hansen [2]. In the case of arbitrary open set the author
proved that modifying the definition of Keldych operators, the same result
holds for normalized Dirichlet solutions [11]. In a resolutive compactification,
while we can not expect too much we obtain several results which are of some
interest.
Throughout this section, when we consider a simplicial cone S, μx always
denotes the unique minimal measure of 3ttx.
A Keldych operator X is defined to be a mapping of C(Δ) into the space
of harmonic functions on X such that
1) for every a€ΞX, -Cf(a) defines a positive Radon measure va on Δ,
2) -Cs<s on X for every s^S.
It is clear that the Dirichlet solutions Hf form a Keldych operator, and
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Hf(ά)=\a(f), where λβ is the harmonic measure. And if X* is simplicial then
Xf(a)=μa(f} is a Keldych operator, for, by Prop. 2.1, i(x)^μx(i) is affine for
every t^— S> hence μa(t)=t(a)=\a(t) is harmonic on X.
Lemma 5.1. [13] Let va be a measure associated with a Keldych operator X.
Then for every a^X, va<\a. And, if S is simplicial, μa<va.
Proof. Xs<s for every s^S. This implies va^<3tta.
monic, bounded above and Πϊn Xs<s on Δ, we have XS<HS.

Since Xs is harThus va<\a.

We denote by Xτ&s the set of #eΔ such that
lim Xf(a) — f(x)

for every / e C(Δ) .

β->ΛΓ

Proposition 5.2. [13] If <S separates points of Δ,

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2, for every s^S we may construct a
measure v^<3ttx such that v(s)=]imx Xs. Thus, if x^ChsX* then s(x)=\vmx Xs
for every s^S and, since cS — cS=C(Δ),/(Λr)=limΛ^/ for every / e C(Δ) that is,
Next, we suppose that x^XT&g.

Then, by Lemma 5.1,

s(χ) = lim ^(ί)<lirn \β(s) = Hm Hs(a)<s(x) ,
0-^.X

β^.AΓ

β^.ΛΓ

which means s(x)=]\mHs(a) and similarly, s(x)=ϊϊmHs(a).
a+x

a+x

Therefore we con-

elude that Λ:eΔreg.
A set £"CΔ is called polar if there exists a non-negative superharmonic
function v on X such that lim^(tf) — + °° for every x&E. E is polar if and
«_>*
only if Rta— 0, where %£ is the characteristic function of E.
A resolutive compactification is called to be of type K if it has a unique
Keldych operator, i.e., Xf=Hf.
In the sequel, we assume that S separates points of Δ.
Proposition 5.3. If Δ\OhsX* is polar then X* is of type K.
Proof. Suppose that X is a Keldych operator. Let v be a non-negative
superharmonic function on X such that lim^^ + oo for every xG;Δ\ChsX*.
For /^C(Δ) and £>0, we consider the superharmonic function w~Hf—Xf-\Sv. It is readily derived that lim w>0 on Δ; in fact, for x&ChsX* limx Hf=
\imxXf=f(x}, and for x^Δ\ChsX* lιmx w= + 00, since \Hf\ and \Xf\ are
dominated by some function in S. Hence, Hf—Xf+8v>Q and Hf>Xf.
Similarly we have Xf>Hf.
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i)
ii)
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Let

Δ\ChsX* is negligible, i.e., \a(Δ\ChsX*)=0 for every a(=X,
Δ\ChsX* is polar,

iii)

X* is of type K,

iv)

λβ(f) = λ*(*) for every α e X and Z e — S.

Then we have i)=Φii)=Ξ>iii).

Further, if X* is metrίzable and simplίcial then

iii)-*iv)-*i).
Proof.

From the definition of polar sets and Prop. 5.3, i) <=> ii) =Φ iii) are

derived immediately.

Suppose that X* is metrizable and simplicial.

=^iv); for in this case we have \a—μa and \a(t)—Hϊ(a)=μa(i)=\a(t).

Then iii)
To prove

the last part of the theorem, we consider a countable family {sn} of S which is
total in C(Δ). Then,

ChδX* = J Ί f r e Δ ; sn(x) = - ( ) (*)} Hence, if Δ\ChsX* is not negligible, then there exists a^X and sn^S such
that λ Λ ({*GEΔ; ,,(*)> -(-^X) (Λ?)})>0.

Therefore, Xfl(-^)

Corollary 5.5. Lei Jί* ie metrizable and simplicial compactίfication
K, and X*^X**<.X<*X*\

of type

Then X** is of type K.

This is an immediate consequence of Th.4.5 and Th.5.4.
REMARK.

The set of Keldych operators forms a convex set. \a(f) = Hf(a)

is an extreme point of this set and, if X * is simplicial, μa(f)

is also extreme.
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